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Abstract. This paper presents the results of statistical analyses on the
difference between measured and calculated fatigue rates for an ocean-
going container vessel. Data from a hull monitoring system installed on-
board this ship provides time-series of observed fatigue rates in actual
operation, sea- and weather conditions. In addition, a hydrodynamic
model has been used to calculate fatigue rates for selected locations in
the mid-ship section due to vertical bending moment only, corresponding
to experienced weather conditions over the same time period. The mea-
sured fatigue rates are then compared to the calculated fatigue rates and
statistical regression models are established to explain the differences as
a function of selected explanatory variables. This can then be used to
correct for biases in the numerical models. Overall, the results indicate
that the models perform reasonably well and are able to describe much
of the variation in the difference. However, the models are found to not
generalize very well and it may be challenging to find models for a whole
fleet of ships.
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1 Introduction and Background

Fatigue is a cumulative process that leads to gradually deteriorating hull strength
of ocean going ships over time. It is a result of random cyclic loading mostly
due to wave interaction with the hull and may appear in locations with high
stress concentrations at locally highly loaded details. Over time, this may lead
to the development of cracks which may grow and cause structural fracture,
leakage and may ultimately lead to structural collapse [1]. In order to control
the risk of fatigue damages, fatigue assessment of ship structures are carried
out during the design phase [2], and structural monitoring may be performed
during operations [3], see also [4]. By comparing fatigue rates calculated by
numerical models with measured fatigue rates from hull monitoring systems, one
may correct for possible biases and account for uncertainties in the numerical
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calculations. Fatigue is within the scope of ship classification rules [5,6] and are
covered in the common structural rules for bulk carriers and oil tankers [7].

Fatigue is a serous risk to maritime transportation and fatigue damages to
the hull may contribute to serious ship accidents. A number of historical ship
accidents can be attributed to fatigue of the hull. Some notable examples are
the break-up and sinking of the bulk carrier MS Flare [8] and the sinking and
subsequent oil spills from the Erika and Prestige oil tankers in 1999 and 2002, re-
spectively, both of which resulted in enormous economic losses and catastrophic
environmental damages [9].

Fatigue life refers to the expected lifetime of a structural detail and is related
to the number of stress cycles until failure. Typically, for an ocean going ship
the design fatigue life will be at least 25 years [5]. Fatigue rate is the fatigue
damage divided by the budget damage per unit time, for example, half hour.

The capacity of welded steel joints with respect to the fatigue strength is
characterized by S-N curves which give the relationship between the stress range
applied to a given detail and the number of constant amplitude load cycles to
failure, typically displayed on a log scale. Design S-N curves are based on results
from experimental S-N curves with a survival probability of 97,5%. However,
fatigue is a highly probabilistic process, and many factors influence fatigue, such
as loading frequency, material characteristics, workmanship, mean loading and
the environment to mention some. Moreover, in practice a ship will not experi-
ence constant cyclic loading but will be subject to variable amplitude loading.
Variable amplitude loading is given by a load spectrum representative of the
long-term cyclic loading. The load spectrum can be established by cycle count-
ing using the rain-flow method and combined with the SN curve, the Miner’s
rule is used to assess the fatigue life giving:

k∑
i=1

ni
Ni

= C, (1)

where k is the number of different stress magnitudes, Si (1 ≤ i ≤ k) and Ni
is the number of stress cycles to failure for constant cyclic stresses Si and ni
is the number of contributing cycles of stress level Si. For design purposes, C
is typically set to 1, indicating that failure occurs when the cumulative fatigue
rates sum to unity. The Miner’s rule is a simple model for cumulated fatigue
rate with complex loading that assumes linear cumulative damage and that the
fatigue rate is independent of the sequence of stress cycles. Hence, more elaborate
models may be used in actual ship design [10–16].

In this paper, the fatigue rates induced by the midship bending moment as
calculated by a numerical model will be compared to fatigue rates measured by a
hull monitoring system for a container vessels. Moreover, the differences between
the calculated and the measured fatigue rates will be modelled by statistical
regression models to inform about the uncertainty of the calculated fatigue rates
as a function of various input parameters. Assuming that the actual fatigue rate
is F , which is unknown, the calculated fatigue rate from the numerical model,
FModel will be an estimate of the true fatigue rate that will be associated with
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an error. Typically, this error will not be the same for different cases, and it is
possible to model this as a function of selected input parameters. Similarly, the
measured fatigue rate, FHmon, will be another estimate of the true fatigue rate
(associated with the class notation HMON for hull monitoring). That is, one
may write

F(·) = FModel(·) + ε(·) (2)

F(·) = FHmon(·) + ε̄(·), (3)

where · denotes a set of relevant input parameters such as vessel speed, vessel
heading, significant wave height (HS), peak wave period (TP ), etc.

For the purpose of this exercise, it will be tacitly assumed that the error
made in the measured fatigue rate is negligible compared to the errors made by
the numerical model. The mean stress effect is neglected in the measurement
but is a good assumption for the deck details in hogging experiencing tension
as mean stress. Hence, by studying the difference between the calculated and
measured fatigue rates, one may get estimates of the errors associated with the
numerical calculation model,

FHmon(·)−FModel(·) = ε(·)− ε̄(·) ≈ ε(·). (4)

Hence, in this paper, regression models will be established to describe this
error as a function of the following input variables:

– Significant wave height (HS)

– Zero up-crossing wave period (TZ)

– ship speed

– relative wave direction

Three different regression models will be investigated, i.e., generalized ad-
ditive models (GAM), Gaussian processes regression (GP) and regression trees
(RT). All these are flexible regression models that allow for non-linear relation-
ships between the covariates and the dependent variable. The idea is that if
statistical models with good predictive power can be established for the un-
certainty in the numerical models for calculating the fatigue rates, this can be
accounted for in order to improve the accuracy of fatigue calculations.

2 Data Description

Measured fatigue rates from a hull monitoring system are compared to calculated
fatigue rates from a numerical model. One approximately 15 000 TEU container
ship is selected for this study and sensor data for one year between 2016 and
2017 are available, covering different ocean areas and weather conditions. The
dimensions of the ship is approximately 350 m in length, 50 m in breadth and
15 m in design draught.
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2.1 Hull monitoring Data

The vessel included in this study are equipped with a hull monitoring system
that collects measurements from various sensors. The data include raw sensor
readings from different types of sensors as well as rainflow counting data, logs
and summary statistics for 5- and 30-minute intervals. For the purpose of this
analysis, the data for the 30-minute summary statistics are analysed. The 5-
minute data give operational input onboard to quickly see the effect of speed
and course changes in a seaway.

The half-hourly summary statistics data are time-series with a number of
summary statistics collected at 30-minute intervals for a large number of sensor
signals. For all sensor signals, or channels, the following 9 summary statistics
are collected

1. Number of observa-
tions

2. Mean
3. Standard deviation

4. Skewness
5. Kurtosis
6. Minimum value
7. Maximum value

8. Mean up-crossing
count

9. Max Peak-Peak
value

In this study, only the mean values are analysed, but it is worth mentioning
that additional information regarding the sensor signals are available, either in
the form of other statistical parameters, or in the raw sensor signals. Only two
of the sensor channels are considered in this analysis, i.e., corresponding to the
fatigue rates induced by wave motion for the global midship bending moment
for starboard (GMS) and port (GMP) sides, respectively. In these signals, the
effects of vibration, which is important in practice, has been filtered out by a
frequency filter so that what remains are effects from bending moment from wave
actions. The measured stress contains contributions from vertical wave bending,
horizontal wave bending, warping (torsional response) and axial forces. However,
it is dominated by vertical wave bending.

The fatigue rates are given in fatigue damage per second, and are normalized
with respect to the design life. That is, a fatigue rate of 1 over half an hour means
that half an hour of the overall fatigue budget will be spent. If this value is 1
throughout its life, the structure will fail at exactly the design life of the ship.
If, for example, the value of the fatigue rate is 120 over a day in a storm, it
means that it will spend about 1⁄3 year of fatigue budget, etc. The measured
fatigue rates from the hull monitoring system are shown in Fig. 1 and clearly
indicates the time periods when this ship has been exposed to bad weather and
increased fatigue rates. It is also seen that there are high correlation between
high fatigue rates for starboard and port side, which tend to appear at the same
time, but that the port side appear to have experienced generally higher fatigue
rates, suggesting off head sea directions.

Some data points were removed from the analysis due to measurement noise.
Most notably, a number of points with zero fatigue have been removed. This is
not believed to influence the results much, as the interest is in relatively large
responses. In addition, a few very high measured values have been removed as
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Fig. 1. Example of hull monitoring data: measured fatigue rates

they were regarded as non-physical. Hence, a threshold of 100 has been set,
admittedly rather arbitrarily, and any measured fatigue rates above this value
have been removed. This corresponds to half-hour intervals consuming more than
2 days of fatigue budget.

In addition to the sensor signals for fatigue rate, information about the po-
sition of the vessels, the speed over ground and the course over ground were
utilized together with the timestamps to identify where the vessels have sailed
at all times. This information is then coupled to weather data for the time
and location of the vessel in order to obtain information about prevailing sea
states. Prevailing weather and sea state conditions were obtained by pairing ves-
sel positions with hindcast data from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration)4, containing wind and wave parameters at 3-hourly temporal
resolution. 30-minute weather conditions are obtained from the 3-hourly data by
interpolation to match the temporal resolution of the sensor data.

2.2 Numerical Model Data

In order to calculate the fatigue rates by the numerical model, a hydrodynamic
model was run with actual weather conditions obtained from the hindcast data.
In this manner, fatigue rates for mid-ship vertical bending moment correspond-
ing to actual experienced weather conditions were calculated for each half hour

4 url: http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves/hindcasts/
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interval where there are hull monitoring data available. Values of HS below 0.1
m have been set to 0.1 and values of TZ below 1.3 seconds have been set to 1.3 s.
These values are associated with negligible fatigue rates so this should not have
a significant impact. The calculated fatigue rates are normalized in the same
manner as the measured fatigue rates, that is relative to the design life of the
vessel.

The vertical wave bending moment has been estimated by direct calculation
on a hydrodynamical model of the vessel in full loading condition. For a deck de-
tail, the governing response will be from vertical bending but it is acknowledged
that an improvement to the analysis would be to account for all responses. The
resulting vertical bending moment is calculated at L/2. The structural response
(nominal stress in deck) for the given vertical bending moment is calculated
using beam theory and section modulus of the ship.

The fatigue calculation has been carried out for all combinations of HS , TP ,
direction and speed using the following ranges:

– Significant wave heights : 20 evenly spaced values between 0.1 and 20.0 m
– Wave periods: 20 evenly spaced values between 1.3 and 25.0 s
– Directions: 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270, 300, 330 degrees
– Speed: Corresponding to the hydrodynamic model, that is 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15,

18. 21 and 24 knots. If there are speeds above max speed (24 knots), they
are set to be the maximum speed.

The fatigue result for a vessel of a given speed in a given sea state and with
a given angle of encounter is estimated by linear interpolation of the nearby
calculated results.

The wave environment is described by the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum and
a spreading power of 2 [17] and the 2-parameter Weibull distribution is used to
calculate the long-term stresses according to [6]. The stresses are found at the
5× 10−3 and 1× 10−4 probability levels and used to fit the Weibull parameters,
ξ (shape) and q (scale). The fatigue damage, D, can then be estimated based on
the two-slope (bi-linear) S-N curve:

D = ND

[
qm

K2
Γ

(
1 +

m

ξ
;

(
∆σq
q

)ξ)
+
qm+∆m

K3
γ

(
1 +

m+∆m

ξ
;

(
∆σq
q

)ξ)]
≤ η

(5)

where ∆σq is the stress range where the change of slope occurs, K2,m are S-N
fatigue parameters for N < 107 cycles, K3,m+∆m are S-N fatigue parameters
for N > 107 cycles and γ(·; ·), Γ (·; ·) are the incomplete and complimentary
incomplete Gamma functions, respectively, to be found in standard tables. The
DNV GL S-N curve D (hot spot curve; FAT 90) has been used and this is
further described in [18]. An additional stress concentration factor of 1.33 has
been used as assumed in the measurements. The results from these calculations
is a fatigue rate in terms of damage per second and this must be multiplied with
the number of seconds in the sea state and summed up for each sea state to get
the cumulative fatigue damage for the detail in question.
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The hull monitoring system supplies the damage for each 30 minutes interval
as the ratio between actual measured damage and design damage. The same
methodology has been used to estimate a ratio between the calculated fatigue
and the design fatigue. The design life used for the calculation has been 20 years.

Design life ratio = Damage rate [1/s] * 60sec * 60min * 24h * 365days * 20 years

Note that weather data have not been available for some data-points, and these
points have been removed from the analysis.

2.3 Difference Between Measured and Calculated Fatigue Rates

The data that will be subject to the statistical analysis are simply the differ-
ence between the measured and the calculated fatigue rates. As all the data
have been normalized with respect to target design life in the same way, the
measured and the calculated fatigue rates should be directly comparable. Trace
plots of measured fatigue rates (for both starboard and port sides) compared
with calculated fatigue rates as well as the difference between the measured and
the calculated values are shown in Fig. 2. Included in the plots are also the cu-
mulative fatigue damage for both measured and calculated fatigue as well as the
cumulative difference. The top plot shows results for starboard side, the middle
plot shows for port side and the bottom plot shows the differences. Note that the
calculated fatigue does not distinguish between starboard and port sides and are
only induced by vertical wave bending. Hence, the calculated values in the top
and middle plots are identical. The number of zero-values that has been removed
from the dataset is also reported in the figure, and this turns out to be about
70% of the data. This is due to lack of weather data in some locations and also
the fact that time-points with 0 measured or calculated fatigue rates have been
removed. These are typically associated with port time, channel operations or
transit in the Mediterranean (where wave data have not been available).

Some interesting observations that can be made from these plots are that
the calculated fatigue rates are consistently lower than the measured fatigue
rates. However, this can be explained by the fact that the calculated rates only
accounts for vertical bending moments, whereas other effects may be included in
the measured rates, particularly in oblique seas. Another interesting observation
is that the measured accumulated fatigue damage for this vessel is quite low, and
well within the design life for the time period when data have been collected,
indicating healthy operation of the vessel.

Pairwise scatterplots showing how the response variables (fatigue rate differ-
ence) vary with the explanatory variables are shown in Fig. 3. The differences
between measured fatigue rates on either side of the vessel and calculated fa-
tigue rates are highly correlated, with a nearly linear relationship. However, the
dependence between the response variables and the explanatory variables seems
to be less clear. For example, for the wave period, TZ , the difference typically
seems to become large for a particular value. Presumably, this can be explained
by the resonance frequency of the ship structure. Similar relationships can also
be seen for ship speed and relative wave direction.
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Fig. 2. Comparing measured and calculated fatigue

Fig. 3. Pairwise scatterplots of the variables
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3 Methodology: Statistical Models

Three types of statistical regression models are utilized in this study, that is, gen-
eralized additive models (GAM), Gaussian processes (GP) and regression trees
(RT). The response variable will be denoted Y and the explanatory variables will
be denoted X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp) and the basic problem is to construct a predic-

tion rule for predicting Y conditioned on the explanatory variables; Ŷ = f(X).

3.1 Generalized Additive Models (GAM)

The generalized additive model has the form

Y = α+

p∑
j=1

fj(Xj) + ε (6)

where fj(·) are smooth functions of one covariate only specified by regression
splines. Estimation of the smooth functions to fit the data as good as possible
and to be as smooth as possible can be formulated as minimization of a penalized
sum of squares, where a tuning parameter λ is introduced to control the degree
of smoothing as follows:

PRSS(α, fj) =

N∑
i=1

yi − α− N∑
j=1

fj(xij)

+ λj

p∑
j=1

∫
t

f ′′j (tj)
2dtj (7)

Interaction terms between two or more explanatory variables may be included
in the models. The models have been fitted using R [19] and the mgcv -package.

For the GAM-models, model evaluation is based on the adjusted R2-value
which describes how well the model fit to the data. Essentially, the R2 value,
sometimes also referred to as the coefficient of determination, measure how large
proportion of the variation in the data that is explained by the model. Hence, a
larger value of R2 indicates a better fit to the data. There are several definitions
of the coefficient of determination, but one general definition is

R2 = 1− SSres
SStot

=
SSmod
SStot

, (8)

where SStot denotes the total variation in the data (total sum of squares), SSmod
is the variation in the data that is explained by the model (explained sum of
squares) and SSres is the variation in the data that is still unaccounted for by
the model (residual sum of squares). The adjusted R2 is introduced to adjust
for the fact that a model with additional explanatory variables will always get
higher R2 than a simpler model, even if the added parameters are insignificant,
and includes a penalty for the number of explanatory variables. In this way,
models of varying complexity can be compared. The adjusted R2 is defined as

R2
adj = 1− (1−R2)

n− 1

n− p− 1
, (9)

where n is the sample size and p is the total number of explanatory variables in
the model.
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3.2 Gaussian Processes Models (GP)

A stochastic process is a collection of random variables typically associated with
a set of continuous indices such as space, time or any other input variables. A
Gaussian process is a stochastic process where every realization of the process,
that is, every finite collection of the random variables, have a multivariate nor-
mal (Gaussian) distribution, and it can be regarded as an infinite-dimensional
generalization of the multivariate normal distribution.

The distribution of a set of multivariate normal random variables is fully
specified by its mean vector µ, specifying the expected value of each random
variable, and its covariance matrix Σ, specifying the variances of each random
variable as well as the covariance between any pair of random variables. The
density of a collection of random variables XT = (X1, X2, . . . , Xk) which are

multivariate normally distributed with mean vector µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µk)
T

and
covariance matrix

Σ =



σ2
1 ρ1,2 ρ1,3 · · · ρ1,k

ρ2,1 σ2
2 ρ2,3 · · · ρ2,k

... · · ·
. . . · · ·

...
... · · · · · ·

. . .
...

ρk,1 · · · ρk,k−1 σ2
k

 ,

where σ2
i is the variance of Xi and ρi,j = ρj,i is the covariance between Xi and

Xj , is as follows:

f(x) =
1√

(2π)k|Σ|
e−

1
2 (x−µ)

TΣ−1(x−µ). (10)

One important feature of the multivariate normal distribution is that if a set of
random variables are jointly multivariate normally distributed, then the marginal
distribution of any of the random variables will be Gaussian. That is, if X ∼
MVN(k)(µ,Σ), then Xi ∼ N(µi, σ

2
i )∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, the conditional

distribution of any of the random variables given the others will also be normal.
In Gaussian processes, the mean vector is replaced by the mean function and
the covariance matrix is replaced by a covariance function, which are typically
continuous functions determining the process’ behaviour over the input space.
Having specified these functions, the Gaussian process is fully specified over
the input space. For a homogeneous Gaussian process, the covariance function,
κ(x,x′) will only depend on the distance between points in the input space,
d = |x− x′|.

In Gaussian processes regression, the properties of Gaussian processes are
exploited, and if a random process can be modelled as a Gaussian process, it
may be used to predict the distribution at unobserved points in the input space.
Such predictions will not only be point predictions, but it will provide the full
distributions at unobserved points and hence also provide an estimate of the un-
certainty. Given a set of observations from the Gaussian process, predictions may
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be the conditional distributions given the observed values. Typically, in Gaus-
sian processes regression, the dependent variables y are modelled as a Gaussian
process over the space of the input variables, x, and the training data set is used
to estimate the mean- and covariance functions as well as to provide predictive
distributions for unobserved points in input space.

In order to train a Gaussian process model, there is a need to specify the
type of covariance function and in this study the radial basis kernel function is
used, which is a function of the squared Euclidean distance between two points
in input space. This kernel function has one hyper parameter, the inverse kernel
width, σ, and takes the following form:

κ(x,x′) = e−
1

2σ2
||x−x′||2 . (11)

A nugget effect or variance may be included to account for noisy data, and this
may typically be a constant value, for example on the form cδ(i, j) where δ(·)
denote the delta function and c is the noise variance. Estimation can be done
by maximum likelihood or by Bayesian methods [20]. The models in this study
have been fitted using R and the kernlab-package.

3.3 Regression Trees (RT)

Regression trees represent a different approach to regress the dependent vari-
able on the independent variables by dividing the input-space into regions and
then estimate a simple predictor in each region. One advantage of tree-based
methods is that they can be used to analyse the relative importance of each
explanatory variable, Xj , in explaining the variation in the response variable,
Y . However, since there are no functional relationship between the covariates
and the response variable, direct interpretation of the influence of each input
variable on the response is not straightforward.

To grow a regression tree, first divide the X-space into M regions Rm,

Rp = R1 ∪R2 ∪ · · · ∪RM (12)

In each region, let the predictor for Y be flat by just taking the regional average

f̂(x) =

M∑
m=1

cmI(x ∈ Rm) (13)

where ĉm = ave(yi|xi ∈ Rm). First, grow a preliminary tree, T0 with a large

number of regions, M0 = |T0|. Start with one region: f̂(x) = ave(yi) (one node)
and find the variable xj and a split of it, s, such that the sum of square errors
is minimized. Keep this pair (j, s) and continue with new split points until a
relatively large number of nodes M0 is obtained. This tree will typically give
over-fitting and needs pruning, i.e. removal of some of the nodes, to obtain a
tree with M = |T | nodes or regions, where |T |≤ |T0|.

Random forest is an extension of regression trees that consist of fitting an
ensemble of regression trees to the data and then let the predictions be the mean
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prediction of the individual trees. This will reduce the chance of overfitting a
tree to the training data. However, in this study, only individual regression trees
have been applied. The models have been fitted using R and the rpart-package.

4 Statistical Analysis and Results

Three types of models have been applied to the difference between measured and
calculated fatigue rates, as outlined above. That is, generalized additive models
(GAM), Gaussian process models (GP) and regression trees (RT). In all cases,
regression of the differences on the following four explanatory variables will be
made for each individual ship: Significant wave height (HS), zero up-crossing
wave period (TZ), ship speed and relative wave direction. Both the differences
between port-side and starboard-side measured fatigue rates and the calculated
fatigue rates will be analysed.

4.1 Generalized Additive Models

Three alternative GAM-models have been fitted to the data on the difference
between the measured (port and starboard, respectively) and the calculated
fatigue rates, as described above. The first model includes smooth terms for all
the four explanatory variables, as well as a fixed term. The two alternative models
include an interaction term between HS and TZ and interaction terms between
HS and TZ and between ship speed and relative direction. Model fit is measured
in terms of the adjusted R2-value in Table 1. It is observed that the GAM-models
are able to explain the variation in the data quite well, and somewhat better for
the starboard side. Moreover, the addition of the first interaction term in the
models improves the fit notably, indicating that such terms should be included
in the model. However, the effect of the second interaction term appears to
be negligible. GMS and GMP denote global midship starboard and port sides,
respectively and refers to the measured fatigue rates from two sensors.

Table 1. R2
adj for model evaluation and comparison

GAM 1 GAM 2 GAM 3
No interaction term +ti(HS , TZ) +ti(HS , TZ) + ti(speed, dir)

GMS 0.590 0.789 0.789
GMP 0.548 0.731 0.731

For all of the models the HS and TZ variables are significant, indicating that
the environmental conditions are influential for the deviations between measured
and calculated fatigue rates. Also the interaction term between HS and TZ are
significant. However, the effect of ship speed and relative direction turns out to
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be not statistically significant for this particular case. Moreover, these smooth
terms, including the interaction term, are highly non-linear. One advantage of
GAM-models over more complicated models such as projection pursuit models
and neural nets is that the results are easily interpretable. That is, due to its
additive nature, it is possible to plot the estimated smooth functions to see how
the response variable varies with the values of the various explanatory variables
and this is shown in Fig. 4 (for port side only). The estimated functions illustrate
how the response variable (difference in measured and calculated fatigue rates)
varies with the different explanatory variables, if the value of all other explana-
tory variables remain unchanged. In this particular case, one may see that the
effect of significant wave height is the most notable, and that this relationship is
highly non-linear and with larger deviations for higher significant wave heights.
In the rightmost plot, the effect of the interaction terms are also shown.

Fig. 4. Estimated smooth terms for the difference between calculated and measured
(port side) fatigue rates; Without interaction terms (left) and with two interaction
terms (right)

Some diagnostic tools are available for checking the adequacy of the GAM
models, including the size of the basis and various residual plots such as qq-
plots and histograms as well as plots of observed values against fitted values and
plots of residuals against the linear predictor. An example of a set of diagnostics
plots are shown in Fig. 5 for the port side measurements. The first plots are
quantile-quantile plots for the residuals. If the model assumption is correct then
the qq-plot should follow a straight line. In the example shown here, the residuals
appear to have somewhat fatter tails than the Gaussian distribution, indicating
that the Gaussian assumption is not ideal. However, the third plot provides
a histogram of the residuals and this shows that the residuals are symmetric
around 0, and failure to capture the exact form of the error distribution might
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not be a serious problem if the model are to be used for prediction. The second
plot shows the residuals against the linear predictor, and the plots reveal no
particular patterns indicating that the model is reasonable. Finally, the last plot
shows the actual response variable against the estimated response, and it is
clear that increasing values of the response generally corresponds to increasing
estimates. Hence, even though the model is not perfect, these simple diagnostic
plots indicate that the model is reasonable.

Fig. 5. Diagnostic plots for model checking (port side only); Without interaction terms
(left) and with two interaction terms (right)

4.2 Gaussian Processes Models

Gaussian processes regression is applied to the same dataset, regressing the dif-
ference between measured and calculated fatigue rates on the same explanatory
variables. Gaussian processes regression assumes that the random variables be-
ing observed comes from a Gaussian process and estimates a mean function and
the parameters of the covariance function. In this way, a response surface can
be build up in the feature space that may be used for prediction at any point.
Gaussian processes regression is performed in R with the package kernlab.

A Gaussian kernel function is assumed, taking one parameter. Moreover, a
mean function can be estimated over the input space. As outlined in [21] (eq.
(2.27)), the mean function can be found from the α-vector and the kernel func-
tion, both of which are estimated in the Gaussian process model. Note however,
that the nugget effect or initial variance is not estimated and is specified as in-
put. In order to evaluate the model fit to the training data, the training error
is reported in Table 2. It is observed that also the Gaussian Processes models
perform better for the GMS data (starboard).
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Table 2. Training error for model evaluation and comparison for the selected vessel

GMS (Starboard) GMP (Port)

0.195 0.245

Examples of the fitted response surface for different values of speed and
direction in (HS , TZ) space are shown in Fig. 6 for GMS; the fitted models
emulate how the difference vary in the multi-dimensional space. The red stars
on the surfaces represent data-points within (HS , TZ)-space in a bin around the
speed and direction values. It can be observed that the difference is mostly small
and centred around 0, but for some combinations of speed, relative direction,
HS and TZ , the difference becomes quite notable.

Fig. 6. Examples of response surfaces estimated by Gaussian process models in
(HS , TZ)-space for some vessel speeds and relative wave directions

In Fig. 7, plots of the estimated function of the response together with confi-
dence bounds based on the estimated variances are shown for each explanatory
variable. This illustrates how the uncertainty varies for different values of the
explanatory variables. However, simultaneous variation of several input param-
eters are not accounted for and the full model would give different curves for
different combinations of the other input variables, corresponding to different
slices of the input hypercube.

However, some interesting observations can be made. For significant wave
height, the model predicts increasing differences for increasing values of HS . For
the wave period, there seem to be a peak with large differences around Tz = 10s.
Moreover, there seems to be certain periods with small uncertainty, presumably
due to much data in this region. For speed, there seems to be small peaks between
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Fig. 7. Examples of response curves for the different input variables with confidence
bounds. The black curve shows the predictive mean and the red lines are predictive
mean ±2× predicted standard deviation (starboard side)

4 and 8 knots and generally wider confidence bound for lower and higher speeds.
For relative direction, there are notable peaks for directions around 145 and
225◦, corresponding to ±45◦ from head sea. It should be realized, however, that
the plots correspond to one slice of the input hypercube but they illustrate how
uncertainty information can be achieved by estimating the standard deviation
from the Gaussian process models.

4.3 Regression Trees

Two regression trees is fitted to both GMS and GMP-differences. The first tree is
an initially fitted tree and this is later pruned additionally to arrived at the final
tree. The results of fitting such a model is contained in the information about
the various splits as well as the predicted response within each region of the
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input space. The coefficient of determination is calculated based on the residuals
between the predicted and observed values in the dataset and the adjusted R2

values for the initial and pruned regression trees are presented in Table 3. It is
seen that these models perform slightly better for the port side data. The results
of fitting a regression tree to the data can be illustrated by making a plot of the
tree, and examples of this are shown in Fig. 8 for the port side.

Table 3. Adjusted coefficient of determination for the pruned regression trees for the
individual vessels

GMS (Starboard) GMP (Port)
initial pruned initial pruned

0.860 0.767 0.861 0.784

Fig. 8. Regression trees showing the splits in the input variables and the resulting
nodes, initial tree (left) and pruned tree (right); port side

From the plotted trees, one may see the main splits in the input space,
and the first split in both trees is for significant wave heights above or below
4.5 m. That is, for higher significant wave heights than this, the differences
between measured and calculated fatigue rates are greatest. Moreover, the largest
differences according to the pruned tree for GMP is for significant wave heights
above 4.5 m, wave periods larger than 8.8 s and speed less than 5.8 m/s.

One may also look at the relative importance of the input variables in ex-
plaining the variation in the response value. For all four trees, the most impor-
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tant variable is the significant wave height, followed by, in order of decreasing
importance, wave period, relative direction and speed over ground.

5 Discussion

This paper has investigated three types of regression models to describe the
variability of the differences between measured and calculated fatigue rates for
ships as a function of various input variables. The results indicate that such
models are able to describe the variations in the data quite well for the vessel
considered in this study. Similar models have been fitted to data from other
container ships, and results vary between vessels. Some models have also been
tried fitted to combined data from several ships, where additional explanatory
variables related to ship dimensions have been included. This is deemed impor-
tant if the models are to be applied to other vessels than the ones being used to
train the models. However, these models did not perform very well, indicating
that they do not easily generalize. The reason for this is not clear but could
be due to important information that are missing. For example, no information
about loading conditions have been included in the models, and this could be
important factors influencing the fatigue rates. Another issue is how good the
wave description has been, both with respect to wave height and period and
also relative to the wave energy spreading and bi-directional sea from wind sea
and swell. Moreover, only the vertical bending moment has been calculated, but
other structural responses may be included in the sensor measurements that in-
fluence the measured fatigue rates, especially in off head sea directions. Wave
induced vibration has been neglected, but could possibly be included in future
models.

In this analysis, data of summary statistics for 30-minute time intervals have
been used. That means that the fatigue rates have been measured and calculated
based on the average conditions over consecutive 30-minute intervals. If there
are large variability within these intervals, this will not be reflected in the ex-
planatory variables, even if they are accounted for in the measured fatigue rates.
Moreover, the data for the sea state conditions are initially given only every
3 hour and these data have been translated to 30-minute resolution by simple
interpolation. Hence, if there are large variability in the wave conditions within
each 3-hour period, this will not be reflected in the data, and is an additional
source of uncertainty.

Only three types of regression models have been explored. There are numer-
ous other methods that could be investigated, and other alternatives that could
be considered are projection pursuit models, neural networks and random forests
(see e.g. [22–24]). The aim has been to explore whether statistical models can be
fit for the expected error from numerical fatigue calculations and further study
would be needed to establish the best model. This is out of scope of the current
paper and it is merely suggested that improved models may exist for these types
of data. Comparing the R2

adj-values for GAM and regression trees, it is clear
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that the regression trees appear to perform best, with higher R2
adj-values, but

such models are also known to be prone to overfitting.

6 Summary and conclusions

This study has investigated the difference between calculated and measured fa-
tigue rates for a selected container vessel. The aim has been to develop statistical
methods that can describe these differences as functions of various explanatory or
input variables. Numerical analyses in combination with such statistical models
could then achieve more accurate predictions of the responses. In this study, in-
formation about prevailing sea states as well as ship speed and relative direction
have been utilized in the analysis of these differences.

The results indicate that the models perform reasonably well in describing
the data for the selected vessel. R2

adj-values greater than 0.9 is obtained indi-
cating a good fit to the data. Hence, it is demonstrated that it is possible to
establish statistical models to describe and predict the errors in numerical fa-
tigue calculations as a function of a few selected explanatory variables.

Some models were tried out for other ships and for a group of ships. This
showed that separate models for individual ships perform reasonably well, but
that it is difficult to generalize to other ships. In practice, this means that training
data need to be available for all ships one want to predict using the model and
indicates that it is challenging to generalize these models to a whole fleet of
ships. Possibly there are other parameters that distinguishes the error in the
fatigue calculations than merely the ship dimensions and additional explanatory
variables are needed. The reason for this has not been determined, but clearly
demonstrates that there are large individual differences between the different
ships.

Notwithstanding these difficulties in generalizing to the whole fleet, if mea-
sured and calculated fatigue rates are collected for a particular vessel and used to
fit a statistical model, it may be used in calibrating and accounting for errors in
calculated fatigue rates. This could potentially be used in maintenance planning
and inspection.
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